MARRIAGE FOR HOMOSEXUALS

A Special Editorial from Your President!

Members will lately have read much of the courageous act by Rev. Mario Schoenmaker in marrying two of our girls members.

Mario, who is a member of this Campaign has been receiving a lot of adverse publicity, the result of which is that his Ministry, his career, hangs in the balance. This threat is a form of discrimination which this Campaign will not, under any circumstances, tolerate.

I appeal to all members to let their voices be heard whether in public or private, in full support of this genuine Christian, who with the compassion learnt from his Master has reassured two lesbians that God loves them also and sanctifies this bond of love between his two children.

It would help Mario, the girls and this Campaign greatly if we could flood the Media with letters supporting this "Covenant of Love" as Mario has called it. You will find that the Press will usually accept a pseudonym if you accompany your letter with an explanatory note, giving your proper name and address.

PLEASE DO WHAT YOU CAN ... A FELLOW MEMBER BADLY NEEDS OUR SUPPORT AT THIS TIME!

Acceptance of homosexual marriages, whether you individually desire one or not, are basic to our campaign for acceptance of homosexuals in our society .. if heterosexuals can be
married, homosexuals should have this privilege also.

This is the first time this Campaign has met public crises in the West. For the first time intolerance and discrimination publicly and officially raises its hoary head.

IF EVER THERE IS A TIME that we must fight together IT IS NOW! You cannot afford to leave it to your executive and Committee only. Each of you must individually throw yourself into the fight NOW.

THE PRESIDENT